Springdalites, Shining Bright
Springdalites, Take Flight

School Vision

Every Springdalite is a Secure Individual,
a Leader of Self-worth and a Significant Citizen

School Mission

To engage young minds, mould their character
and equip them for the future

Our Education Philosophy

Play. Passion. Purpose.
Every child is encouraged to explore and discover new knowledge through experiential and authentic learning.
Through such creative Play, students make sense of the things around them, discover the joy of learning and develop
a spirit of inquiry and intellectual curiosity. The drive to go deeper into the discipline evolves naturally as students
develop a Passion for what they are learning. Appreciating and applying what they have learnt, this would kindle
within them a sense of Purpose and over time, spur them on to make a difference in their future pursuits.

Our Core Business

Igniting the Joy of Learning the Fundamentals
An experiential and hands-on approach is the key design principle behind many of our learning packages and activities.
Activities are customised to maximise learning while ensuring the learning experience is authentic and engaging.

Providing Broad-based Learning Experiences
The teaching and learning of physical, music and art education are planned in a balanced and structured manner
throughout the 6 years. Through positive learning experiences, students develop related skills which enables them
to observe and perceive the world with increased awareness and sensitivity.

Developing Strength of Character & Citizenship
The goal of Character & Citizenship Education is to inculcate values and build competencies in students to
develop them into good individuals and useful citizens. Through varied programmes and activities, students
develop good character and a sense of rootedness to become useful and responsible citizens.

Our Support System

Every Staff, a Caring Educator
The staff’s dedication to build the character and lives of our students stems from our belief that every student
can realise his/her potential. Our love for our work and commitment to excellence has been the driving
force behind every initiative we undertake.

Voices from the Community
The school has come up with a formula to develop a meaningful curriculum with enduring
values for its students. The education philosophy of Play. Passion. Purpose. puts students
in good stead as it inculcates in students the right mindset and attitude towards their future
undertaking. Indeed, when one enjoys what one is doing, the task becomes a passion.
With strong passion and a deep purpose come resilience and the innate desire to
continually strive for excellence.
Dr Lam Pin Min
Minister of State, Ministry of Health &
Adviser to Sengkang West Grassroots Organisations
It is evident that students enrolled in Springdale Primary School have been benefitting from
its provision of a holistic education. Besides striving for academic excellence, the school
also focuses on the importance of character building and values education, and a strong
suite of skill sets to prepare the students to meet the demands of an ever-changing world.
Mr Ram Dharmaraj
Chairman
School Advisory Committee
Springdale Primary School
The official opening of the school in Nov 2014 marks the beginning of the next
chapter – our development in curricular innovations and our aspirations to achieve the best
for our students. As the school continues to grow, we hope to make a difference for the
students who walk through the gates of Springdale Primary School!
Mrs Lee-Koh Siew Cheng
Principal
Springdale Primary School

Our child loves coming to school. Never once have I heard him not wanting to go to school. When Jun Han
started Primary 1, he was a reserved boy. However, over the years, we have observed that he has become more
outspoken and confident. We believe that the school’s nurturing environment has allowed him to be who he is today.
Mr Ng Kok Meng
Father of Ng Jun Han (3G/2015)
The teachers in Springdale Primary are passionate about teaching. They are also caring individuals. My son’s
teachers will take the time to explain to me about his homework and assignments in detail. They are open
to communicate with parents via various avenues.
Mdm Zafreena
Mother of Adeel (2P/2015)
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